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Abstract
Arbitrary quantum states cannot be copied. In fact, to make a copy we
must provide complete information about the system. However, can a quan-
tum system self-replicate? This is not answered by the no-cloning theorem.
In the classical context, Von Neumann showed that a ‘universal constructor’
can exist which can self-replicate an arbitrary system, provided that it had
access to instructions for making copy of the system. We question the exis-
tence of a universal constructor that may allow for the self-replication of an
arbitrary quantum system. We prove that there is no deterministic universal
quantum constructor which can operate with finite resources. Further, we de-
lineate conditions under which such a universal constructor can be designed
to operate dterministically and probabilistically.
The basis of classical computation is the Church-Turing thesis [1,2] which says that
every recursive function can be computed algorithmically provided the algorithm can be
executed by a physical process. However, fundamental physical processes are not governed
by classical mechanics, rather by quantum mechanical laws. The possibility of performing
reversible computation [3] and the fact that classical computers cannot efficiently simulate
quantum systems [4,5] gave birth to the concept of the quantum Turing machine [6]. This led
to a flurry of discoveries in quantum computation [7], quantum algorithms [8–11], quantum
simulators [12], quantum automaton [13] and programmable gate array [14]. In another
development, von Neumann [15] thought of an extension of the logical concept of a universal
computing machine which might mimic a living system. One of the hall-mark properties of
a living system is its capability of self-reproduction. He asked the question: Is it possible to
design a machine that could be programmed to produce a copy of itself, in the same spirit
that a Turing machine can be programmed to compute any function allowed by physical
law. More precisely, he defined a ‘universal constructor’ as a machine which can reproduce
itself if it is provided with a program containing its own description. The process of self-
reproduction requires two steps: first, the constructor has to produce a copy of itself and
second, it has to produce the program of how to copy itself. The second step is important in
order that the self-reproduction continues, otherwise, the child copy cannot self-reproduce.
When the constructor produces a copy of the program, then it attaches it to the child copy
and the process repeats. Unexpectedly, working with classical cellular automaton it was
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found that there is indeed a universal constructor capable of self-reproducing.
In a sense, von Neumann’s universal constructor is a “Turing test of life” [16] if we
attribute the above unique property to a living system, though there are other complex
properties such as the ability to self-repair, grow and evolve. From this perspective, the
universal constructor is very useful model to explore and understand under what conditions
a system is capable of self-reproducing (either artificially or in reality). If one attempts to
understand elementary living systems as quantum mechanical systems in an information
theoretic sense, then one must first try to find out whether a universal quantum constructor
exists. In a simple and decisive manner, we find that an all-purpose quantum mechanical
constructor operating in a closed universe with a finite resource cannot exist.
The quantum world is fundamentally different in many respects than any classical world.
There are many kinds of machines which are possible classically but impossible quantum
mechanically. Wigner was probably the first to address the question of replicating machines
in the quantum world and found that it is infinitely unlikely that such machines can exist [17].
It is now well known that the information content of a quantum state has two remarkable
properties: first, it cannot be copied exactly [18,19] and second, given several copies of an
unknown state we cannot delete a copy [20]. For example, if one could clone an arbitrary
state then one could violate the Heisenberg uncertainty relation, and moreover, using non-
local resources one could send signals faster than the speed of light [19]. In addition, non-
orthogonal quantum states cannot be perfectly copied whereas orthogonal quantum states
can be. [21]. The extra information needed to make a copy must be as large as possible —
a recent result known as the stronger no-cloning theorem [22]. The no-cloning and the no-
deleting principles taken together reveal some kind of ‘permanence’ of quantum information.
First, we observe that merely copying of information is not the self-replication. Therefore,
with the quantum mechanical toolkit, we must formalize the question of a self-replicating
machine. Let A be a universal construction machine. If |Ψ〉 is the state of a species that
would self-replicate, then by furnishing a suitable description of the instructions U to pro-
duce |Ψ〉 (in accordance with the stronger no-cloning theorem we have to supply the full
information about |Ψ〉) then A will construct a copy of |Ψ〉. However, this A is not yet
self-reproducing, because A has produced a copy of |Ψ〉 but without a copy of U . If we add
the description of U to itself it will not solve the problem, as this would lead to infinite
regression. In von Neumann’s spirit we can imagine that there exists an additional quantum
system B that stores the instructions U and can make a copy of them. Another ancillary
system C, called the control unit, will insert the copy of U into |Ψ〉 and then will separate
from the composite system A +B.
A quantum mechanical universal constructor may be completely specified by a quadruple
UC = (|Ψ〉, |PU〉, |C〉, |Σ〉), where |Ψ〉 ∈ HN is the state of the (artificial or real) living system
that contains quantum information to be self-replicated, |PU〉 ∈ HK is the program state
that contains instructions to copy the original information, i.e., the unitary operator U
needed to copy the state |Ψ〉 via U(|Ψ〉|0〉) = |Ψ〉|Ψ〉 is encoded in the program state, |C〉
is the state of the control unit, and |Σ〉 = |0〉|0〉 · · · |0〉 ∈ HM is a collection of blank states
onto which the information and the program will be copied. Let there be n number of
blank states and if each of |0〉 ∈ HN , then the dimension of the blank state Hilbert space is
M = Nn. Without loss of generality we may assume that the blank state |0〉 may belong to
a Hilbert space of dimension equal to N . It is assumed that a finite string of blank states
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are available in the environment in which the universal constructor is operating (they are
analogous to the low-entropy nutrient states that are required by a real living system). The
justification for finite number of such states comes from the fact that in the universe the
total energy and negative entropy available at any time is always finite [17]. To copy the
program state the machine uses m blank states in one generation, so K = Nm. Thus M
is finite but M ≫ N,K. The initial state of the universal constructor is |Ψ〉|PU〉|C〉|Σ〉. A
universal constructor will be said to exist if it can implement copying of the original and
the stored program by a fixed linear unitary operator L acting on the combined Hilbert
space of the input, program, control and (m + 1) blank states that allows the following
transformation
L(|Ψ〉|0〉|PU〉|0〉⊗m|C〉)|0〉⊗n−(m+1) = |Ψ〉|PU〉L(|Ψ〉|0〉|PU〉|0〉⊗m|C ′〉)|0〉⊗n−2(m+1), (1)
where |C ′〉 is the final state of the control unit. It is worth emphasizing that (1) is not a
cloning transformation. It is a recursively defined transformation where the fixed unitary
operator L acts on the initial (parent) configuration and the same acts on the final (child)
configuration after the copies have been produced. This definition is required in order that
the self-replication proceeds in an autonomous way until the blank states are exhausted.
The fixed unitary operator will not act on the child configuration unless (m + 1) nutrient
states are available in the universe. Once the transformation is complete, the control unit
separates the original information from the program states (parent information) so that the
off-spring exists independently. (i.e. there is no quantum entanglement between the parent
and the child information). It then continues to self-reproduce.
If such a universal constructor exists, then when it is fed with another state |Φ〉 and a
suitable program |PV 〉 to create it via V (|Φ〉|0〉) = |Φ〉|Φ〉 then it will allow the transforma-
tion
L(|Φ〉|0〉|PV 〉|0〉⊗m|C〉)|0〉⊗n−(m+1) = |Φ〉|PV 〉L(|Φ〉|0〉|PV 〉|0〉⊗m|C ′′〉)|0〉⊗n−2(m+1). (2)
If such a machine can make a copy of any state along with its program in a unitary manner,
then it must preserve the inner product. This implies that we must have
〈Ψ|Φ〉〈PU |PV 〉 = 〈Ψ|Φ〉2〈PU |PV 〉2〈C ′|C ′′〉 (3)
holds true. However, the above equation tells us that the universal constructor can exist
only under two conditions, namely, (i) either 〈Ψ|Φ〉 = 0 and 〈PU |PV 〉 6= 0 or (ii) 〈Ψ|Φ〉 6= 0
and 〈PU |PV 〉 = 0. The first condition suggests that for orthogonal states as the carrier of
information, there is no restriction on the program state. This means that with a finite
dimensional program state and finite number of blank states orthogonal states can self-
replicate. Such a universal constructor can exist with a finite resources. This corresponds
to the realization of a classical universal constructor, and is consistent with von Neumann’s
thesis, that a self-reproducing general purpose machine can exist, in principle, in a determin-
istic universe [15]. However, the second condition tells us that for non-orthogonal states, the
program states have to be orthogonal. This means that to perfectly self-replicate a collec-
tion of non-orthogonal states {|Ψi〉} together with their program states {|PUi〉}, (i = 1, 2, . . .)
one requires that the set {|PUi〉}’s should be orthogonal. Since an arbitrary state such as
|Ψ〉 = ∑i αi|i〉 with the complex numbers αi’s varying continuously can be viewed as an
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infinite collection of non-orthogonal states (or equivalently the set of non-orthogonal states
for a single quantum system is infinite, even for a simplest two-state system such as a qubit),
one requires an infinite-dimensional program state to copy it. In one generation of the self-
replication the number of blank states used to copy the program state is m = log2K/ log2N
and when K → ∞ the nutrient resource needed also becomes infinite. As a consequence,
to copy an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space program state one needs an infinite collection
of blank states to start with. Furthermore, the number of generations g for which the self-
reproduction can occur with a finite nutrient resource is g = log2M/(log2KN). When K
becomes infinite, then there can be no generations supporting self-reproduction. Therefore,
we surmise that with a finite-dimensional program state and a finite nutrient resource there
is no deterministic universal constructor for arbitrary quantum states. However, if one is
interested in self-replication of a finite number K of the non-orthogonal states with K the
dimension of the program Hilbert space, then it may be possible to design a universal con-
structor with finite resources. Because, one may find K mutually orthogonal program states
that span the program Hilbert space.
One may ask is it not possible to rule out the nonexistence of deterministic universal
constructor from no-cloning principle? The answer is ‘no’ for two reasons. First, a simple
universal cloner is not a universal constructor. Second, in a universal constructor we provide
the complete specification about the input state, hence it should have been possible to self-
reproduce, thus reaching an opposite conclusion! Even though Eq.(3) may look the same
to what one gets in the cloning operation, the transformation defined in Eq.(1) is not. One
similarity for example, is that if one stores the information in an orthonormal basis states
{|Ψi〉}, (i = 1, 2, ...N), then the cloning and the self-replication both are allowed. The
surprising and remarkable result is that when we ask to self-replicate any arbitrary living
species, then it cannot. By providing complete information of a quantum system, one may
think that it should be able to self-replicate. Because when we know the state completely
then we can design a program to copy the state. If a universal quantum constructor exist
then, the program is supposed to contain the description of the species, i.e. the information
about |Ψ〉. So it should have been able to self-replicate. But The perplexity of the problem
lies when we allow the program to be copied. If it has to self-replicate then it violates
unitarity of quantum theory.
This result may have immense bearing on explaining life based on quantum theory.
One may argue that after all if everything comes to the molecular scale then there are
variety of physical actions and chemical reactions which might be explained by the basic
laws of quantum mechanics. However, if one applies quantum theory, then as we have
proved quantum mechanical living organism cannot self-replicate. Interpreting differently,
we might say that the present structure of quantum theory cannot model a living system as
it fails to mimic a minimal living system. For quantum mechanizing a living system seems
to be an impossible task. If that holds true, then this conclusion is going to have rather
deep implication on our present search for ultimate laws of nature encompassing physical
and biological world. On the other hand, because the self-reproducible information must
be ‘classical’ the replication of DNA in a living cell can be understood purely by classical
means. Having said this, our result does not preclude the possibility that quantum theory
might play a role in explaining other features of the living systems [23]. For example, there
is a recent proposal that quantum mechanics may explain why the living organisms have
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four nucleotide bases and twenty amino acids [24]. It has been also reported that the game
of life can emerge in the semi-quantum mechanical context [25].
Though we have ruled out the existence of deterministic universal constructor with finite
resource, one can construct probabilistic universal constructor for non-orthogonal species
states {|Ψi〉} with certain probability of success, given a finite dimensional program state
{|PUi〉} and a finite collection of blank states. It is given by
L(|Ψi〉|0〉|PUi〉|0〉⊗m|C〉|M〉)|0〉⊗n−(m+1) =√
pi|Ψi〉|PUi〉L(|Ψi〉|0〉|PUi〉|0〉m|C ′〉|M ′〉)|0〉⊗n−2(m+1) +
√
1− pi|Xi〉, (4)
where pi is the probability of success that the universal constructor works, |M〉 is the ini-
tial probe state and |M ′〉 is the final probe state whose measurement can tell that it really
succeeds, and |Xi〉 is the failure component of the whole constructor. It can be proved that
the above transformation can exists if and only if the set {|Ψi〉|PUi〉} is linearly independent
[26]. This implies that the quantum species states need not be necessarily linearly indepen-
dent. It is only sufficient to have that condition satisfied. The error in the probabilistic
self-replication process of two non-orthogonal states |Ψi〉 and |Ψj〉 is bounded by
fij ≥
|〈Ψi|Ψj〉||〈PUi|PUj〉|
1 + |〈Ψi|Ψj〉||〈PUi|PUj〉|
. (5)
From the above it is clear that there is no error introduced in the self-replicating process of
any two orthogonal states, even if the program states are not orthogonal.
Implications of our results are multifold for physical and biological sciences. It is beyond
doubt that progress in the burgeoning area of quantum information technology can lead to
revolutions in the machines that one cannot think of at present. If a quantum mechanical
universal constructor would have been possible, future technology would have allowed quan-
tum computers to self-replicate themselves with little or no human input. That would have
been a complete autonomous device — a truly marvelous thing. However, a deterministic
universal constructor with a finite resources is impossible in principle. One has to look for
probabilistic universal constructors which can self-replicate with only limited probability of
success, similar to probabilistic cloner [26]. This could still have great implications for the
future. With complete specification such a machine could construct copies based on its own
quantum information processing devices. Future lines of exploration may lead to the de-
sign of approximate universal constructors in analogy with approximate universal quantum
cloners [27].
How life emerges from inanimate quantum objects has been a conundrum [28–30]. What
we have shown here is that quantum mechanics fails to mimic a self-reproducing unit in
an autonomous way. Nevertheless, if one allows for errors in self-replication, which actually
do occur in real living systems, then an approximate universal constructor should exist.
Such a machine would constitute a quantum mechanical mutation machine. It would be
important to see how variations in ‘life’ emerge due to the errors in self-replication. From
this perspective, if quantum mechanics is the final theory of nature, our result indicates
that the information stored in a living organism are copied imperfectly and the error rate
may be just right in order for mutation to occur to drive Darwinian evolution. In addition,
one could study how the quantum evolution of species leads to an increase in the level of
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complexity in living systems. Since understanding these basic features of life from quantum
mechanical principles is a fundamental task, we hope that the present result is a first step
in that direction, and will be important in the areas of quantum information, artificial life,
cellular automaton, and last but not least in the biophysical science.
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